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Abstract: This work presents a semi-automatic approach to the 3D reconstruction of Heritage-
Building Information Models from point clouds based on machine learning techniques. The use of
digital information systems leveraging on three-dimensional (3D) representations in architectural
heritage documentation and analysis is ever increasing. For the creation of such repositories, reality-
based surveying techniques, such as photogrammetry and laser scanning, allow the fast collection of
reliable digital replicas of the study objects in the form of point clouds. Besides, their output is raw
and unstructured, and the transition to intelligible and semantic 3D representations is still a scarcely
automated and time-consuming process requiring considerable human intervention. More refined
methods for 3D data interpretation of heritage point clouds are therefore sought after. In tackling
these issues, the proposed approach relies on (i) the application of machine learning techniques to
semantically label 3D heritage data by identification of relevant geometric, radiometric and intensity
features, and (ii) the use of the annotated data to streamline the construction of Heritage-Building
Information Modeling (H-BIM) systems, where purely geometric information derived from surveying
is associated with semantic descriptors on heritage documentation and management. The “Grand-
Ducal Cloister” dataset, related to the emblematic case study of the Pisa Charterhouse, is discussed.
Keywords: heritage; 3D survey; H-BIM; point cloud; classification; semantic annotation; machine
learning; Random Forest; laser scanning; photogrammetry
1. Introduction
Thanks to the development of computer vision and digital modeling techniques,
heritage information systems are today increasingly exploited. Virtual repositories allow
a more effective control over the organization, collection and storage of the diverse and
heterogeneous data produced within built heritage studies. The available information
produced in the framework of architectural heritage studies can today be referred directly
to a three-dimensional (3D) representation of the study object. This allows several tasks
to be accomplished, including the mapping of materials and degradation states [1–4], the
depiction of frescoed surfaces [5], morphological and historical analyses [6,7] and the
detection of areas needing recovery measures [8,9].
Heritage documentation and dissemination activities, such as on-site observations,
analysis and intervention can be interrelated within a digital environment, allowing multi-
temporal and multilayered management of the available information [10,11].
Once the digital replica of the existing architecture is created, in fact, the representation
can be enriched with knowledge-related information. The process of (i) the selection of
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a location/region over the virtual model, and (ii) the addition of a meaningful tag to a
spatial element is called annotation. This tag can be related to structured, semi-structured
or unstructured data [12,13].
Thanks to the annotation mechanism, the pure geometric information of a digital
3D model can be associated with external data, i.e., to descriptors related to heritage
conservation and dissemination activities. The construction of smart objects, where the
geometric representation is enriched via the addition of this semantic tag, is also a key
issue in the implementation of modern Heritage-Building Information Modeling (H-BIM)
platforms [1,14].
Previous studies [15–17] have shown the potentialities of exploiting reality-based
models derived from metric surveys for the creation of such digital 3D repositories. These
models, acquired as outputs of laser scanning and photogrammetric techniques, allow the
reproduction of real scenes in virtual 3D environments and can provide a reference for the
construction of intelligible representations [18]. However, the outputs of such techniques, in
the form of point clouds, are raw data that do not contain semantic information. Indeed, the
reconstruction of enriched information models starting from 3D unstructured data derived
from surveys is still a largely manual, time-consuming and error-prone process [17,19,20].
More automated procedures for the interpretation and semantic annotation of reality-
based heritage models are thus demanded, while also considering the construction of
H-BIM environments. In this regard, machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL)
methods, although lacking support for cleaning and filtering operations over heritage
point clouds, provide interesting tools for the organization of semantic information within
formerly unstructured point clouds. The association of semantic and geometric values
through ML and DL techniques could effectively simplify 3D data interpretation, speeding
up the management and understanding of 3D survey outputs.
Aim of the Paper
This paper aims to propose a semiautomatic approach to the transition from unstruc-
tured point clouds, derived from surveying, to Heritage-Building Information Models.
Previous works [21–24] demonstrated the performance of methods derived from artificial
intelligence for the semantic segmentation of heritage point clouds, but they have not thor-
oughly analyzed the shift from semantically annotated data to a parametric information
model, typical of an H-BIM environment. In tackling this issue, the proposed approach is
based on:
(i) A semantic segmentation via machine learning:
An ML model is trained in order to automatically structure and classify 3D survey
data. An annotated point cloud, where different classes of typological elements are labelled,
is attained at the end of the process.
(ii) A scan-to-BIM reconstruction:
The annotated point cloud is then used to reconstruct parametric geometries that can
be managed in H-BIM platforms.
Figure 1 displays a flow chart of the proposed approach. At first, a machine learning
supervised classification method is run: a Random Forest (RF) algorithm [25] is used to
label, within heritage point clouds, recurring architectural elements, based on geometric,
radiometric and intensity features identified on the dense point cloud. The labelled point
cloud then becomes a reference for the reconstruction of parametric elements within an
H-BIM environment.
The proposed method allows a direct connection and an immediate exchange of
information between reality-based models derived from survey and parametric models
built for H-BIM platforms.
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An informative continuum is created between the two different representation systems,
owing to the subdivision of the model into classes of typological elements: the geometric
and radiometric precision of the reality-based model is flanked by the ease of management
and the semantic representation of information levels that is typical of H-BIM environments.
The insertion, updating and retrieval of additional knowledge-related data are then
possible by directly shifting to the parametric representation of the building informa-
tion model.
The approach is tested on the laser scanned point clouds of the Pisa Charterhouse, in
Italy; an emblematic case study in which the extension of the complex itself requires:
- Processing of a large amount of relevant data.
- Coordinated management of research results.
- Standardized syntax and representation, also in view of future data updates.
2. State of the Art
To date, the third dimension as a means of representation is increasingly exploited.
The availability of 3D surveying techniques and novel data capture methodologies has
radically changed the approach that conservators, researchers, architects and engineers use
in the documentation and description of cultural heritage.
2.1. 3D Data Acquisition Methods
Active and passive sensors are today widely used for the acquisition of dense point
clouds and textured meshes of heritage monuments and sites, and their use motivates the
increasing request for digital heritage documentation at diverse resolutions and scales [26–28].
Laser scanning systems are based on optical sensors that directly provide range data by
the emission of a laser pulse beam. They can be static or mobile acquisition techniques, and
they can be used on terrestrial or airborne platforms. The former are called terrestrial laser
scanning (TLS), and the latter generally known as LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging, or
preferably airborne laser scanning) [29].
TLS captures the surrounding environment by measuring two angles—zenith and
azimuth—and a distance. The position of each surveyed point is recorded in polar coordi-
nates and transferred to cartesian coordinates through data processing software. Each scan
location produces a survey of everything that is visible within the range of the scanner.
Many TLS instruments are also equipped with a camera that detects color informa-
tion for each 3D point [27]; although such systems exploit high-dynamic range imaging
algorithms for the acquisition of color data, their performance is far from comparable to
professional reflex cameras. Nevertheless, the radiometric value can gain in importance
when automatic identification and recognition of objects within the raw unstructured data
is sought, e.g., in view of classification tasks [29].
Furthermore, passive sensors use visible light or radiation to acquire data.
Photogrammetry is among the most widely used techniques. It exploits a set of
two-dimensional images of an object, properly captured, to reconstruct its 3D shape. This
discipline has evolved from its original use as early as the beginning of the 20th century,
owing to the introduction of digital photography and to the novel integration of the classical
principles of photogrammetry with the algorithms of computer vision [26]. Structure-from-
Motion photogrammetry and dense image matching have in fact automated image-based
3D modeling techniques, making photogrammetry a versatile and cost-effective solution
for the 3D documentation of existing buildings. Incremental and interoperative processes
exploiting multimodal acquisitions are currently under exploration [16,30].
2.2. From Unstructured Point Clouds to H-BIM Models
For both photogrammetry and laser scanning, the most common output is a point
cloud, i.e., a set of points in three-dimensional space defined by their coordinates and
composing a 3D representation of the scanned object. A typical representation of this raw
data is in the form of a matrix, in which the number of lines corresponds to the number
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of points observed, and the columns contain geometric data (e.g., x, y, z coordinates)
associated with each observation. Further information, e.g., on RGB colors, scan intensity,
normals, curvature, roughness, etc., can also be associated with each point by storing it in
additional columns of the point cloud’s matrix. This type of information remains connected
to the single point in the cloud. It is devoid of meaningful references to the object that is
represented; in other words, this data is non-structured and the represented elements (a
wall, a floor, a column, etc.) are not distinct from each other in the source file.
Such a representation, while being geometrically correct and representing a reliable
replica of reality, is not suitable for further analysis needed in the digital model. In 3D
information systems aimed at heritage documentation, in fact, the information is added on
solid geometries and well-defined components of the existing object. It is thus necessary to
transform a point-based representation into a parametric (semantic) model.
For this reason, the so-called scan-to-BIM techniques, which seek to reconstruct a
semantically rich 3D model starting from the raw and disordered data acquired from the
surveying, have become increasingly common in recent years. As previously shown [31],
a more effective and appropriate scan-to-BIM strategy should take into account the three
processes of data collection, segmentation and H-BIM reconstruction. In building information
models of cultural heritage, known as heritage or historical BIMs [32–34], each represented
element becomes a smart element and can contain different levels of meaningful information.
As a general rule, scan-to-BIM techniques can be grouped according to their respective
level of automation.
Manual methods involve the reconstruction of objects on the point cloud by means
of visual recognition and subsequent manual tracing of geometries. These methods were
originally introduced by Murphy et al. [33–35] and are now widespread and largely con-
solidated, as confirmed by the extensive available literature already reviewed by Tang
et al. and Volk et al. [17,20], and more recently by López et al. [36]. However, as pointed
out in references [19,20,37], such reverse engineering processes demand a considerable
investment of time and resources. They involve the presence of an expert operator who
has followed the survey and who has skills in point cloud processing, and who is thus
able to swiftly identify, isolate and then manually reconstruct each class of elements. Such
manual procedures, in addition to being time-consuming and cumbersome, may lead to
too subjective choices.
Semiautomated methods aim at speeding up the reconstruction phase, with the fastest
and generalized procedures for geometry recognition and/or subsequent modeling starting
from raw 3D data:
• In the geometry recognition phase, a set of simple geometric primitives that closely cor-
respond to the underlying shape can be mapped over a 3D point cloud, by making use
of fitting algorithms [38,39]. Available software for point cloud processing, e.g., Cloud-
Compare, an open source 3D visualization and computation software from Daniel
Girardeau (http://www.cloudcompare.org/), are equipped with tools for primitive
fitting, but they do not produce parametric objects that can be integrated directly into
BIM platforms. Macher et al. [19] partially filled this gap by introducing a conversion
step, i.e., by enabling the reconstruction of walls and slabs of the indoors of existing
buildings as BIM-readable objects starting from point clouds. They exploit the open-
source software FreeCAD in order to convert building entities from imported data
into the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) format, an open file format specification
compatible with BIM management software. Shah et al. [40] proposed a framework for
the fitting of primitives with computer-aided design (CAD) models, applicable to the
assembling of mechanical parts in industrial production. Region-growing and bound-
ary detection algorithms [41] can also be applied to identify primitive geometries with
plane development.
• Beyond manual tracing and practices of the identification of primitives, more complex
architectural components can be reconstructed by procedural modeling techniques to
create libraries of heritage buildings’ elements. López et al. [42], based on the amount
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and type of details required to represent each architectural element, distinguished
between regular shapes and irregular, organic surfaces. The first ones are modelled by
using pre-packaged BIM families, while the second ones are constructed from scratch
and inserted in a library of historic buildings that can be used in future works.
Indeed, complex geometries require the identification of a shape grammar, intended
as the group of shape rules that are applied step-by-step to generate each architectural
component. The reconstruction of such components requires one to imagine and reconstruct
a suitable set of editable parameters that can be modified each time in order to adjust the
built geometry to the 3D survey data.
The interactive shape editing procedure by Capone and Lanzara [43], for instance,
based on Rhino and Grasshopper tools, allowed the generation of libraries of domes’ shapes.
Similarly, Baik [44] described historic houses by providing a collection of architectural
objects directly in the BIM environment, while Rodríguez-Moreno et al. [45] choose different
modeling approaches according to the complexity of the architectural elements represented.
In yet other cases, procedural modeling is aimed at simplifying and converting the
model into a 3D mesh through surface reconstruction algorithms [15], especially in view of
executing structural simulations via finite element analysis [46,47].
As for the semiautomated reconstruction of 3D primitive shapes, however, specific
plugins can also be found as directly implemented in typical BIM software, e.g., Autodesk
Revit, Archicad: Scan-to-BIM, FARO, PointSense and Edgewise, to mention a few, which
allow the reconstruction of planar (walls and slabs) or cylindrical (columns and pipes)
elements with standardized dimensions. On the other hand, the process of reconstructing
geometric primitives is complex when dealing with cultural heritage datasets, as it requires
identification of simple geometric elements starting from 3D data with formal and morpho-
logical complexities, representing façades, monuments, external and internal environments
of historical buildings. For this reason, even before the process of primitive fitting begins,
a semantic segmentation of the original 3D survey data is helpful in order to isolate each
class of primitive geometries to be reshaped in 3D. This means structuring and organizing
heritage point cloud data by acting on the two-fold process of:
• Distinction of data into homogeneous sections with similar attributes (segmentation);
• Assignment of a class label to each segmented region to insert a semantic meaning
(classification) [48].
2.3. Automating Semantic Segmentation via Machine Learning
ML and DL are emerging in the architectural heritage domain as the preferred media
for the automation of the semantic segmentation process. They are derived from artificial
intelligence studies and allow computers to make predictions based on sample data.
ML exploits mathematical algorithms to parse a set of data (3D points) with given
features and learn from that data how to classify new and unseen observations. DL is a
subset of ML that organizes multiple layers of information to generate an artificial neural
network, which directly learns the features itself and makes predictions on new data.
In supervised machine learning, the predictive model is trained based on a set of input
data that maps a set of points to an annotated class (a “response” value). For 3D heritage
data, the semantic segmentation is in the form of a classification problem: labelled data are
used to make predictions in a non-continuous way, meaning that the output variable takes
class labels.
In point cloud classification problems, the input dataset is constituted by a set of
features, computed for each 3D point and a response value, i.e., the class label. This dataset,
known as a training set, is a dataset of examples used to train the classifier.
Once the model is trained, predictions can be made for the classification of new and
unseen data: based on the computed features sets, the response value, i.e., the annotated
class, can be predicted for the newly entered points.
To date, the use of machine learning algorithms for the classification of heritage point
clouds is confined to a limited number of applications [49]. Grilli et al. [22,50] transferred
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the classification techniques that exploit geometric covariance features to the realm of
cultural heritage, previously restricted solely to the geospatial sphere for the semantic
segmentation of urban scenes [51,52]. They investigated the effectiveness of geometric
features in training an RF classifier and explored the correlation between such features and
the dimensions of main architectural elements.
Similarly, Bassier et al. [53] used Support Vector Machines (SVM), i.e., supervised
learning methods that exploit hyperplanes to perform multiclass learning. With SVM
algorithms, they segmented floors, ceilings, roofs, beams and walls in a group of existing
buildings, including regular houses, castles and churches. Foreseeing the construction
of training datasets for machine learning applications on heritage objects, Murtiyoso
and Grussenmeyer [54] presented a series of functions and algorithms for point cloud
segmentation, in the form of a toolbox named M_HERACLES.
Furthermore, DL approaches perform end-to-end learning, in which the annotated
sets themselves provide the input and both the features and the classification are learned
directly as part of the training process.
The application of deep learning classification methods to 3D structures started from
the introduction of PointNet [55] and its later extension PointNet++ [56], deep neural
networks capable of calculating three-dimensional geometric data of simple shapes. The
application of PointNet++ to heritage point clouds has been previously explored in [57].
Pierdicca et al. [58] tested PointNet and PointNet++ with an improved dynamic graph
convolutional neural network and assessed both methods on 11 labeled point clouds repre-
senting indoor and outdoor scenes of heritage architectures of different historical periods.
Considering the comparison of the performance of the ML and DL classifiers for large
scale 3D heritage semantic segmentation, Matrone et al. [58] state that there is no winning
solution, since the segmentation results are alternatively better depending on the case to be
studied. Nevertheless, deep learning systems need large amounts of annotated datasets to
classify new observations, and the current unavailability of this kind of information in the
heritage domain is a limitation to their application in this field.
The ArCH dataset, presented in [23], is a first attempt to reorder and archive multiple
sets of annotated point clouds to provide large training datasets of heritage objects.
The above-mentioned studies all indicate, to a greater or lesser extent, how the use of
ML and DL techniques in 3D heritage data can facilitate the scan-to-BIM reconstruction
by semantically separating elements in point clouds as a prior step to the modeling in a
BIM environment.
However, to the authors’ knowledge, no research has to date focused on the difficulties
of switching from the annotated point cloud to an H-BIM model. The purpose of this
article is to analyze this still-uncertain and unclear transition by exploring the operational
challenges of a scan-to-BIM via an ML model.
3. Materials
To assess the performance of the methodology, the Pisa Charterhouse, in Italy, was
chosen as the main test area. The complex is a former Carthusian monastery that was
founded in 1366 and underwent considerable extensions and enlargements during the 17th
and the 18th century. Since the 1970s, a large part of the complex has been turned into a na-
tional museum (the National Museum of the Monumental Charterhouse of Calci), while the
western side is property of the University of Pisa and houses its Natural History Museum.
The whole complex presents the repetition of building types that can be ascribed to
the practices and uses of the monks who inhabited it, devoted to the principles of strictness,
meditation and contemplation: among these are, e.g., the cloisters surrounded by the
austere cells, a church and a refectory.
Since 2018, the whole complex has been the subject of an extensive surveying campaign
promoted by the University of Pisa, preceding the operations of recovery and conservation.
The architectural survey of the Charterhouse, requiring the integration of differ-
ent survey methodologies (e.g., laser scanning, ground-based or aerial photogrammetry,
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indoor and outdoor UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) surveys alongside traditional topo-
graphic surveys), served as a fundamental support for further documentation activities
and analyses performed on the different areas of the complex, as previously illustrated in
Croce et al. [16].
The Grand-Ducal Cloister, located in the southern area of the Carthusian monastery,
provides a representative case study as it is an internal courtyard surrounded by columns
and arches that combines a set of recurring geometries, various materials and architectural
details. Its original layout structure dates to the 14th century, but many of the transforma-
tions that endow the cloister with its current shape were designed in the first half of the
17th century by architect Matteo Nigetti, inspired by the rules of the construction and the
proportions defined in the sixth book of the treatise “The Idea of the Universal Architecture”
by Vincenzo Scamozzi [59].
The Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset consists of about 8 million points, acquired with the
Leica ScanStation C10: a time-of-flight terrestrial laser scanner. For each detected point,
together with the x, y and z coordinates, the instrument provides color (RGB values) and
intensity information (Figure 2).
The work process devised, aimed at the generation of the H-BIM model from semantic
data, begins with a vast data capture phase, relying on the integration of TLS and UAV-
based photogrammetry [16]. The latter is performed with a DJI FC6310 camera.
During the survey, several scans are performed by TLS, and are framed in a single
reference system with the so-called registration procedure. The process may take place in
distinct steps, either directly in the data acquisition phase through the insertion of artificial
targets or cloud constraints, or in the processing phase, by exploiting the overlapping zones
of the point clouds to align [60].
In the laser scanner output, each point is also associated with the intensity data of the
returned laser pulse that are a function of the power of the received backscattered echo
signal. This measure varies according to the laser scanner system, to the weather and light
conditions and to the physical characteristics of the reflective surface [61–64]. Moreover, a
camera installed on the instrument acquires images so as to provide for each detected 3D
point a radiometric value, given in RGB (red, green, blue) format.
UAV-based photogrammetry [16] and laser scanning techniques are integrated for
the production of a dense point cloud. The surveyed surfaces are indeed returned in 3D
through a point-based representation: each 3D point contains descriptors of position (x,
y, z coordinates), orientation (normals) and color (RGB values). The point cloud of the
Grand-Ducal Cloister, as raw data that do not contain any information on the hierarchy or
structure of the represented objects, serves as input.
Thereafter, a working process based on the semantic segmentation and modeling
method, described in the Materials and Methods sections, was implemented. The original
point cloud was subsampled, preserving a minimum space between points of 0.009 m.
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4. Methods
Our approach was aimed at constructing, in a semiautomated way, an H-BIM model
starting from unstructured 3D survey data. It applies to historical buildings in which
architectural elements and recurring forms are recognized and codified: buildings with
variable dimensions and data of construction, but in which repeated shapes and styles
can be found, based on established proportions, profiles and details. Besides monuments
of classical architecture where architectural orders are identifiable, the principle is also
applicable, for instance, to Renaissance and neoclassical buildings, cloisters, and façades
with repeated typological elements such as columns, arches, openings and vaults.
The methodology mainly relies on two procedures, related to the applications of ma-
chine learning and scan-to-BIM processes, respectively. The first one is aimed at obtaining
an annotated point cloud, which provides a basis for the construction of an H-BIM model
(the second one).
The two steps of the proposed methodology are explained in detail in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
4.1. Semantic Segmentation via Machine Learning
In the proposed methodology, the raw 3D point cloud is assumed as input data. The
purpose of this first part of the workflow is to recognize (i.e., annotate) certain typological
elements in a small portion of the unstructured 3D dataset, and to automatically propagate
the information provided, in terms of distinction into classes of elements, to the remaining
parts of the 3D point cloud which were not previously annotated.
At the end of the process, the whole dataset is semantically segmented, i.e., each 3D
point is recognized as part of a specific label, so that recurring architectural typologies are
well distinguished, recognizable and isolated.
This semantic segmentation procedure involves the application of a supervised ML
algorithm and is broken down into the following steps:
(i) Neighborhood selection and feature extraction;
(ii) Feature selection;
(iii) Manual annotation on a reduced portion of the dataset (training set), to identify
classes of elements;
(iv) Automated propagation of the class labels to the whole dataset via a RF classifier, and
accuracy evaluation;
(v) Annotated 3D point cloud.
The procedure is in line with the workflow illustrated by [28,65,66] for 3D scene
interpretation, and by [22,48] for its former applications to the heritage domain.
At first, a set of features is extracted in a chosen local neighborhood of each 3D point.
These features are either related to the mutual position of the points in the 3D space
(geometric features), to their color (RGB values) or laser scanning intensity information (i).
Classes of recurring architectural components are identified on the training set, then
a multiscale classification using an RF classifier enables one to iteratively select the most
relevant features and perform the classification process by considering a subset of features
each time. Steps (ii) and (iii) are thus strictly interrelated. Subsequently, the model con-
structed by training the RF classifier is applied to the remaining part of the 3D point cloud
to label the classes of typological elements in the part of the dataset not yet annotated. The
accuracy of the classifier is indeed assessed (iv). The semantic segmentation via the ML
phase concludes with the annotated point cloud of the entire dataset.
For the ML framework, the choice to train an RF classifier is in continuity with the
first applications of such supervised learning algorithms to the heritage domain [22,48].
The RF is an ensemble method: it creates multiple decorrelated decision trees, resulting in
a forest of trees, and then combines the output class of each individual learner, selecting
the best solution by means of a performance score. The parameters to be chosen to train an
RF classifier are the number of trees Ntrees and the number of features N f eatures [67]. The RF
is chosen because:
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• Its combination of learning models increases classification accuracy, averaging noisy
and unbiased models.
• It requires a smaller amount of annotated data for learning, compared to other ML
algorithms. Furthermore, as specified in Section 2.3, the training dataset is not large
enough to train a neural network.
• It presents estimates for features’ importance: the less significant variables can be
removed so that the model is trained on a subset of features, greatly reducing the time
for learning and increasing predictive accuracy.
For the creation and application of the RF classifier, the Machine Learning Toolbox,
implemented in MATLAB is used. The feature extraction is done via CloudCompare.
4.1.1. Feature Extraction and Selection
Geometric features, RGB values and laser scanner intensity are considered for the
classification task. Among them, geometric features enclose the mutual geometric relations
between each 3D point of the cloud and the other points that are its nearest neighbors. These
features are derived from the eigenvalues λ1, λ2, λ3 of the covariance matrix, computed
within a local neighborhood of the 3D point. The covariance matrix, also referred to in
literature as a 3D structure tensor [68,69], is given by:
[Cov ] =
 Var [A1] Cov [A1, A2] Cov [A1, A3]Cov [A1, A2] Var [A2] Cov [A2, A3]
Cov [A1, A3] Cov [A2, A3] Var [A3]
 (1)
Let A be a point of the Euclidean space, N (A; $) be a spherical local neighborhood
of point A, whose radius is $, and Ak = (A1k, A2k, A3k) a point belonging to N (A; $).
Referring to N (A; $), the elements of the covariance matrix are given by:
Var[Ai] =
1



















where the sum of Ak ε N (A; $) is extended to the N points Ak of the cloud belonging to
N (A; $). Aik is the i-th component of Ak (in x, y and z dimensions), and Ai is the mean of
all observations in the i dimension.
The covariance matrix (1) is a symmetric matrix. The non-negative eigenvalues of
the matrix, ordered according to λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3, correspond to an orthogonal system of
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Verticality Vλ($) = 1− |([0 0 1], e3)| (12)
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More specifically, linearity (4), planarity (5) and sphericity (6) are dimensionality
parameters, as they express the probability of each 3D point to be labeled as 1D (linear),
2D (planar) or 3D (volume) structures, respectively [52,70]. Omnivariance (7) and eige-
nentropy (8) are a measure of the order/disorder of points within the chosen local 3D
neighborhood [71].
Other descriptors, such as surface variation (9), sum of eigenvalues (10), anisotropy (11)
and verticality (12), can be calculated in a chosen local neighborhood—the last one depend-
ing on the eigenvector e3 of the covariance matrix.
4.1.2. Random Forest Classifier and Evaluation of the Trained Model
To evaluate the performance of the classifier, we refer to the confusion matrix, which
provides a measure of the number of correct and incorrect predictions, class by class.
The rows of the confusion matrix display the true, manually annotated, classes, while
the columns display the predicted ones.
Precision, recall, overall accuracy, and F-measure, derived from the confusion matrix,












TP + TN + FP + FN
(15)
F−measure = 2· Recall ·Precision
Recall + Precision
(16)
where TP are True Positives (correctly classified instances of the dataset), TN True Negatives,
FP False Positives and FN False Negatives, obtained from the confusion matrix.
4.2. Scan-to-BIM
In the scan-to-BIM operational framework, the semantically segmented 3D point cloud,
achieved at the end of the process illustrated in Section 4.1, constituted the input data.
The 3D model was reconstructed by taking as a reference a point cloud that, when
imported into a BIM environment, appears divided into classes of architectural elements.
For each class, an ideal parametric shape was identified, reconstructed, and subsequently
propagated to all elements that belong to the same category. Operationally, this was
accomplished in the following steps:
(i) Extraction of single classes of architectural components from the annotated point cloud;
(ii) Creation of libraries of ideal parametric shapes, broken down by each class;
(iii) Reconstruction of parametric components and export to IFC (BIM-readable and
interchangeable) format.
Autodesk Revit was chosen as the main BIM software to test the 3D reconstruction
and model enrichment because of its extensive use and application.
At stage (i), the classes of architectural components, segmented after application of
the RF classifier, were singularly imported into Revit. Distinct sets were created to bundle
and group the 3D points that belonged to the same class.
In other words, each class was isolated as a single point cloud, and hence treated as a
stand-alone project containing a certain number of observations (3D points). It is noticeable
that the spatial reference to the global point cloud was retained, as the points’ x, y and z
coordinates were again referred to the original reference system.
The independent records were indexed via Recap software and then merged into a
single point cloud project file in RCP format that can be recognized by and imported into
Autodesk Revit. The visibility and graphics of each single class of elements at this stage
could be controlled by alternatively showing or hiding the related record.
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For each of the identified classes, parametric reference models were reconstructed by
introducing libraries of typological elements. In the most popular BIM modeling software,
these libraries are known as families.
Two different situations may occur in step (ii):
• In the most trivial cases, typological elements can be attributed to simple geometric
primitives, e.g., cylinders to describe columns or pipes, flat objects to describe walls,
roof pitches and floors. The classic approach to the reconstruction of these simple
elements is primitive model fitting.
• In the general case, the construction of the parametric element takes places through
the modeling of its ideal geometry, derived from constructive and proportional rules
as defined in architectural treatises. The representative element of a class is modeled
in Autodesk Revit as a parametric adaptive component.
As for the first case, the primitive fitting methods are aimed at associating (fitting) a
sample of data points to a geometric primitive shape. A widespread algorithm to solve the
primitive fitting problem is the random sample consensus (RANSAC) [71]. It randomly
selects several point samples and fits a candidate primitive shape for each one. It then
verifies each parametrized geometry against all points and chooses the shape that includes
the highest number of data points.
Yang et al. [72] leveraged this algorithm to model the connections of steel struc-
tural components starting from laser scanned data. For each 3D shape, they stored the
detected parameters and later reconstructed each geometry by considering its related
parameter using Autodesk Revit’s visual programming tool, Dynamo. Hong et al. [73]
and Jung et al. [74] used the RANSAC algorithm to derive vertical wall planes in the point
cloud and then extract, with a tracing grid, the 2D floor boundaries as a reference for the
construction of parametric shapes in the BIM environment.
Similarly, Thomson and Boehm [75] performed detection of horizontal and vertical
planes with the Point Cloud Library implementation of RANSAC as a requisite for bound-
ary tracing to ease the reconstruction of walls, floors and ceilings in IFC format. Other
algorithms have been proposed for primitive fitting, such as the Hough Transform [76]
applied in [77,78], but the RANSAC algorithm has proven to perform better; as it demands
less time and less computational effort, it is more robust and it provides results with a
higher quality [79].
In the present study, we leverage the RANSAC shape detection algorithm as proposed
by Schnabel et al. [80], with a hierarchically structured sampling strategy for candidate
shape generation. This method decomposes the point cloud in a set of primitive shapes with
associated point sets, it randomly samples minimal subsets of points to generate candidate
shapes, and then outputs the best fit primitive by means of a probabilistic score function.
The interface to the automatic shape detection algorithm is accessible via qRansacSD,
a CloudCompare plugin, and allows the selection of planes, spheres, cylinders, cones
and tori as candidate shapes. For the proposed approach, the qRansacSD plugin allows
the description of elements with mainly planar or cylindrical development; the output
primitives are used as a reference for the reconstruction of the parametric geometries.
As for general cases dealing with more complex classes of typological elements,
new parametric elements are created from scratch. For such elements, the parametric
representation is conducted through the identification of a shape grammar, i.e., by making
reference to architectural treatises and construction rules, and by modeling the ideal shapes
via tools for profile extrusion, loft, revolution, sweep and blend.
A reference shape is created for each class (e.g., capital, vaults, windows), and then its
geometry is propagated to all elements that present similar features at stage (iii). This is
obtained by expanding the component families, created for the training set, to the other
parts of the model with replica mechanisms. By acting on a set of defined control points, it
is possible, where strictly required, to modify the element of the class in order to adapt its
shape to the trend of the reality-based model.
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The model obtained at the end of the process is presented in a BIM-readable and inter-
changeable format, and it can be enriched with meaningful and complementary information
pertaining, for instance, to the work of analysis, recovery, restoration and conservation.
5. Results
The two steps of the proposed methodology, as illustrated in Section 4, were tested on
the representative case study of the Grand-Ducal Cloister of the Pisa Charterhouse, with
promising results.
5.1. Semantic Segmentation via Machine Learning
The first step was the semantic segmentation of the 3D point cloud that was performed
based on the five points illustrated in Section 4.1.
A reduced area of the Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset, manually labeled, acted as a
training set. The application of supervised ML allows, at the end of this process, the
semantic point cloud to be obtained, with identified and labeled classes of architectural
elements. A label was indeed assigned to the other points of the cloud, not manually
annotated, based on their features. The overall procedure is illustrated in Figure 3.




Figure 3. General workflow of the supervised machine learning framework. 
5.1.1. Neighborhood Selection and Feature Extraction 
The combination of geometric, radiometric and intensity features, as illustrated in 
Section 4.1.1, was taken into account to perform the classification. 
For the Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset, the geometric features (Equations (1)–(9)) were 
sorted according to three different local neighborhood radii of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 m, respec-
tively. 
This choice was driven by considerations made on the recurrent dimensions of the 
elements found in the dataset, relating, e.g., to the thickness of certain architectural mold-
ings and to the radii and diameters of the columns. In any case, lower values of the neigh-
borhood radius provide better performance in describing finer details, while higher val-
ues apply a sort of smoothing filter [38]. 
Some of the extracted geometric features are illustrated in Figure 4. In this way, the 
point cloud could be represented as a matrix of n points in which geometric features, RGB 
values and intensity were associated with each observation (Figure 5). The last column of 
the matrix corresponds to the annotated label, the value that is known for the training set 
and that is to be predicted for the “non-annotated” test dataset. 
i re 3. e eral or flo of t e s er ise ac i e lear i fra e or .
5.1.1. eig bor oo Selectio a Feat re xtractio
The co bination of geo etric, radio etric and intensity features, as illustrated in
Section 4.1.1, as taken into account to perfor the classification.
For the Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset, the geo etric features (Equations (1)–(9)) ere
sorted according to three different local neighborhood radii of 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 m, respectively.
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This choice was driven by considerations made on the recurrent dimensions of the ele-
ments found in the dataset, relating, e.g., to the thickness of certain architectural moldings
and to the radii and diameters of the columns. In any case, lower values of the neighbor-
hood radius provide better performance in describing finer details, while higher values
apply a sort of smoothing filter [38].
Some of the extracted geometric features are illustrated in Figure 4. In this way, the
point cloud could be represented as a matrix of n points in which geometric features, RGB
values and intensity were associated with each observation (Figure 5). The last column of
the matrix corresponds to the annotated label, the value that is known for the training set
and that is to be predicted for the “non-annotated” test dataset.
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Figure 5. Structure of the 3D point cloud matrix. n is the total number of detected points, m is the number of geometric
features and $ is the radius of the local neighborhood.
5.1.2. Feature Selection and Manual Annotation of the Training Set
The seventeen classes identified for the Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset are displayed in
Figure 6. They are labeled on a reduced portion of the point cloud that is considered to
exhaustively describe all architectural shapes present.
The assignment of the different classes reproduces the architectural decomposition
illustrated by Scamozzi in the 17th century treatise [59], whose layout inspired the con-
structor of the cloister.
The classes are manually labelled for the training set, i.e., a reduced area of the overall
point cloud of almost 600,000 points. As such, the point cloud matrix structure, as displayed
in Figure 5, was obtained for the training set. The response value, that corresponds to the
labelled class, was known for this subset of points. At this stage, a predictor importance
estimate was run on the Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset in order to select the covariance
features that are most relevant for the classification and iteratively remove the least relevant
ones. The feature selection step reduced data dimensionality, allowing the selection of a
subset of predictors that suitably described the given response values.
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This step provided insight into the data: the deletion of less important features
significantly reduced the training time and improved the overall performance of the
predictive model.
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Due to the great variation in the levels of predictors and the high dimensions of the
training dataset, statistical curvature tests [81] were chosen to evaluate the importance
scores of each feature (Figure 7).
At the end of the process, the number of input covariance features was reduced to 9,
in order of predictor importance: verticality (0.2), verticality (0.4), verticality (0.6), surface
variation (0.2), sphericity (0.2), anisotropy (0.2), surface variation (0.6), omnivariance (0.2)
and surface variation (0.4).
From this result, many considerations can be inferred: verticality and surface variation
(with ρ = 0.2, 0.4 or 0.6) are the most relevant features. Verticality permits a clear distinction
between elements of the dataset that are mostly horizontal (floors, ground) or vertical
(columns, walls), while surface variation is suitable in describing the curvature of some
elements, such as vaults and arcs.
Omnivariance (0.2) allows the recognition of architectural details and, similarly,
anisotropy (0.2) is valuable for depicting finer elements with horizontal development,
e.g., the windowsill and the under-roof moldings.
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fi li ti s lts
si ering the 9 selected geometric features as predictors. In addition, RGB
values, la er sca ni g intensity and the Z coordinate (providing the height information)
were alternatively used, considering Ntrees = 100. Five different combinations were stu ied
for the training of the RF classifier:
1. eo etric feat res;
2. eo etric features + ;
3. eo etric features + Z + RGB values;
4. Geo etric features + Z + Intensity;
5. Geo etric features + Z + RGB values + Intensity, in order to evaluate the most
successful one in making predictions.
For each classifier, a k-fold cross validation technique [63] was used for the model
assessment: the original known dataset was partitioned into a k number of folds (in our
case, k = 5), and at each round a subset of points was used to train the algorithm and the
remaining data to evaluate its performance. In other words, at each step of the learning
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process, a model was trained with out-of-fold observations and then tested with in-fold
observations. Finally, the error was averaged over all folds, and the predictive accuracy
of the classifier was assessed. This method had the advantage that all the points of the
manually annotated part of the point cloud were used for both learning and validation
purposes, and each observation was used at least once for validation.
The k-fold cross validation protects against overfitting and provides a sound indication
of the accuracy of the final model. The procedure was repeated for the five combinations of
features, respectively, thus obtaining a predictive accuracy of each classifier. The relative
comparison of the results allowed the selection of the most appropriate of the five feature
combinations to be used for the purpose of classification.
For the Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset, the comparison of the average values of preci-
sion, recall, overall accuracy and F-measure computed for the five combinations proved
that combination n. 2 (geometric features + Z) provided the best result (bold values in
Table 2). It has to be noted that this is a relative comparison, attained in the training set of
Figure 8 after a 5-fold cross validation.
For the two most successful combinations, n. 2 and n. 3, precision, recall and F-
measure, broken down by each class, are displayed in Table 3. In the last row, the average
metrics are reported.
Table 2. Comparison of recall, precision, F-measure and overall accuracy for the 5 feature combinations after 5-fold cross
validation. The x sign indicates the features chosen per each combination.









1 x - - - 97.83% 98.14% 99.20% 97.98%
2 x x - - 98.73% 98.90% 99.50% 98.81%
3 x x x - 98.56% 98.79% 99.40% 98.68%
4 x x - x 98.54% 98.77% 99.40% 98.65%
5 x x x x 98.47% 98.47% 99.40% 98.61%
Table 3. Precision, recall and F-measure broken down by each class for combinations n. 2 and n. 3.
Classes
Combination n. 2
Geometric Features + Z
Combination n.3
Geometric Features + Z + RGB
Precision Recall F-Measure Precision Recall F-Measure
1—Roof 99.04% 99.33% 99.18% 99.01% 99.15% 99.08%
2—Roof moldings 99.45% 99.18% 99.31% 99.28% 99.14% 99.21%
3—Façade 99.75% 99.60% 99.67% 99.72% 99.56% 99.64%
4—Arch 1st floor 96.88% 98.10% 97.49% 96.51% 97.80% 97.15%
5—Vaults 99.50% 99.73% 99.62% 99.50% 99.74% 99.62%
6—Column capital 97.76% 98.33% 98.05% 97.46% 97.88% 97.67%
7—Column shaft 99.97% 99.97% 99.97% 99.94% 99.94% 99.94%
8—Column base 98.75% 99.35% 99.05% 98.19% 99.09% 98.64%
9—Sill 99.54% 99.15% 99.34% 99.37% 99.17% 99.27%
10—Window frame 95.05% 95.04% 95.04% 94.52% 95.50% 95.01%
11—Window 98.04% 97.98% 98.01% 98.15% 97.71% 97.93%
12—Pavement 99.94% 99.92% 99.93% 99.93% 99.91% 99.92%
13—Arch ground floor 98.68% 98.70% 98.69% 98.54% 98.10% 98.32%
14—Buttress shaft 99.80% 99.85% 99.82% 99.76% 99.88% 99.82%
15—Buttress capital 97.43% 97.91% 97.67% 97.24% 98.09% 97.66%
16—Base 98.97% 99.29% 99.13% 98.68% 99.03% 98.85%
17—Ground 99.89% 99.87% 99.88% 99.86% 99.81% 99.83%
Average values 98.73% 98.90% 98.81% 98.57% 98.79% 98.68%
The RF model trained on the two combinations is applied to the remaining part of the
dataset, not previously annotated, in order to obtain the classification results for the whole
point cloud (Figures 8–10). The output of combination n. 2 is reported in Figure 9.
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Considering this output, it can be noted that the RF model correctly predicted the
points that belong to the columns of the first order, the plane façade, the roof, the floor
and the ground; these are all elements whose geometric shape can be recognized, having
mainly plane or cylindrical development (Figure 8a).
Conversely, RGB parameters become particularly relevant for the recognition of peeled
or deteriorated plaster parts or frescoed areas, as in the case of the buttress shafts, the
window frames or the arches of the ground floor (Figure 8b).
Figure 8c illustrates a comparison of the resulting annotated point cloud for the two
combinations. Dark brown spots stand for instances that are classified differently from one
method to another.
Based on the considerations above, a subset of points was selected over the test set to
be classified based on combination n. 3 rather than combination n. 2 (Figure 11a).
In such a manner, the two combinations were merged in order to obtain the overall,
properly labelled point cloud. Figure 11b displays the annotated point cloud, attained as
the output of the ML workflow.
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5.2.1. Extraction of Single Classes of Architectural Components 
The approach proposed in Section 4 to the semantic segmentation of heritage data 
enables the handling of multiple description layers corresponding to each class of typo-
logical elements identified over the 3D point cloud. 
The first stage of the scan-to-BIM process consisted of loading the point cloud, parti-
tioned and annotated within the BIM environment, while retaining the subdivision of 
points into classes of typological and recurring elements. For this purpose, a distinct rec-
ord was created for every set of points that fell under the same category. 
The 3D points of the Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset were assembled based on the class 
to which they belong, on the basis of the subdivision into the 17 labels proposed in Section 
5.1.2. 
Operationally, this step was performed in MATLAB through encoding language: 
each instance of the point cloud was split into distinct records based on the “response 
value” array, sorted after application of the RF classifier (Figure 13). 
i r . Scan-to- I r c ss r fl . l .
5.2. . Extraction of Si gle lasses f rc it t r l t
e r c r se in Section 4 to the semantic seg entation of heritage data en-
ables the handling of ultiple description layers corresponding to each class of typological
elements identified over the 3D point cloud.
The first stage of the scan-to-BIM process consisted of loading the point cloud, par-
titione and annotated within the BIM environment, while retaining the subdivision of
points into classes of typ logical and recurring elements. For this purpose, a isti ct r cord
was created for every set of points that fell under the same category.
The 3D points of the Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset were a sembled based on t e cl to
, t e basis of the subdivision into the 17 labels proposed in Section 5.1.2.
Operationally, this step was performed in MATLAB through encoding language: each
instance of the point cloud was split into d stinct records based on the “respo se value”
array, sort d after application of the RF classifier (Figu 13).
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nce i ported into utodesk evit, the point cloud preserved the division of the
different classes created; in other ords, it as a labeled object.
The seg entation of the survey dataset based on classes of typological ele ents had
considerable advantages in the modeling stages within the BI environment:
• By appropriately editing the visibility settings in the various views, it was possible to
isolate—or, conversely, hide—some classes of elements rather than others, boosting
the reconstruction process.
• By moving across different zones of the point cloud, the class to which they belong
was displayed directly.
This boosts the selection of labels and makes it easier, for example, to isolate a single
class for shape reconstruction operations (Figure 14b).
A single class can be alternatively selected on the overall point cloud, or rather,
isolated, by overriding its visibility and graphic display parameters in Autodesk Revit
(Figure 15).
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Figure 14. Label 7—Column shaft imported into Recap upfront (a) and later selected on the overall point cloud in Revit 
(b). 
 
Figure 15. Label 5—Vault selected on the overall point cloud (a), then isolated (b) by acting on the visibility and graphic 
override parameters in Revit (c). 
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5.2.2. Libraries of Ideal Parametric Shapes
The training set with its related classes of typological elements provides a fundamental
benchmark for the construction of ideal geometries and their successive propagation to the
other parts of the model.
In trivial cases, the element classes are attributable to simple geometric primitives,
such as planes or cylinders. For these elements, the process of reconstruction of the
parametric model and export to IFC format takes place a priori, as it precedes the import
into the BIM platform.
For the description of façade walls, column shafts and floors, i.e., elements with mainly
planar or cylindrical development, primitive fitting algorithms were leveraged in order to
retrieve the parameters that describe the basic shape. The reconstruction of the 3D geometry
was carried out via the RANSAC algorithm with its extensions, included in the built-in
option of CloudCompare software qRansacSD. At first, the sought-for type of primitive
was indicated. Then, a minimum value of support points (samples) for primitive detection
was assigned: this is a user-defined parameter that depends on the density of points in
each class. Similarly, other parameters, such as the maximum distance to primitive, the
sampling resolution, the maximum normal deviation and the overlooking probability [63],
are adjusted each time to produce a meaningful arrangement of the geometries.
For the case study, the classes for which such procedure applied were: roof (label 1),
façade wall (label 2), column shaft (label 7), floor (label 12), buttress shaft (label 14), base
(label 16) and ground (label 17), respectively. Examples of the recognition of the elements
of planes are shown in Figure 16.
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For these classes, the parameters that allow the univocal description of each ideal
geometry can be retrieved; for instance, orientations and normal for planes, radius and
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height for cylinders. These parameters allow one to reconstruct more intuitively such
shapes in the BIM environment.
On the other hand, the most general case applies to the classes of elements that are not
ascribable to elementary primitives. In this situation, which occurs, e.g., for the vaults or
for the columns’ capitals and bases, an ideal conceptual shape is reconstructed according
to geometrical formulas, proportions and shape grammar.
At first, the parameters allowing the description of the elements of a class were identi-
fied with reference to constructive and proportionality rules outlined in the architectural
treatises. Subsequently, a target class was selected from the training set. In Revit, a new
component family was created (Figure 17). For such complex and case-specific classes
of architectural components, in fact, there are no preset classes of elements, by default,
within the BIM environment. New families were generated, and the name of each family
corresponded to the respective class identified over the reality-based model.
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The modeling phase took place directly in the BIM environment: a reference 2D
plane was set, and the base profiles were drawn, taking into account construction and
proportionality rules. Later, by making use of the sweep, blend, extrusion and revolution
functions applied on the bidimensional profiles, the 3D parametric shape was obtained,
which was a set of ideal geometries and a mathematical representation of the real object
created from shape grammar.
Once defined for the training set, the parametric representation could be expanded
and copied, i.e., propagated, to other parts of the model where the same label appears.
Some of the 17 identified labels are illustrated in Figure 17 over the parametric model. The
original point cloud is also visible.
5.2.3. H-BIM Model and Export to IFC Format
Once the reference geometry was obtained for each class, its shape could be extended
to the other elements of the annotated point cloud that were classified as falling under the
same label.
For the case study, the extension of the procedure illustrated in Section 4.2 to all
17 classes allowed the parametric model of Figure 18 to be obtained as a result.
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Each created parametric family was represented in IFC format (Figure 19). In the
Revit environment, the representation held the semantic link with its corresponding reality-
based model.
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in the -BI environment, displaying only the relevant classes concerning the parts of the
whole assembly.
Allowing a selective display or identification of each architectural co ponent, the
proposed procedure permits a more straightforward and more intuitive visualization of the
different classes, resulting in a parametric reconstruction of any geometry, even extremely
complicated cases.
Moreover, a continuous correspondence between the survey data and the H-BIM
model is achieved by adopting the same class denominations in both the semantically
segmented cloud and the parametric model. It must be stressed that correspondence is
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both geometric (in terms of available 3D data that is visualized) and semantic (in terms of
the name given to each class).
Owing to the fact that each identified class of architectural components is coherently
represented in the reality-based model as well as in the parametric model, the interoper-
ability and the exchange of information between the two different representation systems
are duly assured. Consequently, the creation of an intrinsic connection between parametric
and reality-based model is a noticeable feature of the proposed methodology.
By preserving the distinction into classes, a semantic link between the 3D point cloud
and the H-BIM model is created. It must be underlined that the connection is preserved
when switching to different BIM programs, owing to the interoperability of the IFC format
for the sharing and managing of parametric models.
Information can either be associated with a single element or to a family (class) of
elements, and it can be very general, e.g., concerning materials, time of construction, inter-
vention measures, etc., or be localized within limited parts of the model, e.g., describing
localized damage or degradation phenomena, or peeled or deteriorated zones [10].
Inter alia, the proposed procedure allows, in particular:
• To access, to amend and to systematically update knowledge-related information, and
therefore to enrich the reconstructed H-BIM model. In fact, following the logic of
digital information models, semantic annotations associated with both parametric
and reality-based representations can be further improved, such as in the example of
Figure 20, by means of historical documentation, management reports, and so on.
• To create disparity maps, highlighting the deviations between the ideal model and
the real model and their evolution over the time. In that way, differences between
individual elements belonging to the same class can be suitably detected, revealing,
for example, degradation phenomena and losses of material.
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Figure 20. Insertion of further localized information on the parametric model.
The capability of the procedure to transfer information from parametric to reality-
based models and vice versa can be suitably ap lied also to exchange dat mong collabo-
rative platforms for the annotation f point-based models, such as Aïoli (http://www.aioli.
cloud/) [10,12,82,83].
7. Conclusions
The proposed pipeline for the semiautomated transition from raw 3D survey data
to the semantically rich H-BIM representation can be applied by conservators, engineers,
architects and restorers to update, retrieve and archive the available heritage information
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within a shared digital information system, preserving the connection between reality-
based and parametric models.
Based on a semantic segmentation process, the methodology applies to buildings and
historical assets, in which classes of recurring typological elements can be recognized by
relying on constructive rules and/or building proportions.
The semantic information is transferred and propagated to elements of the heritage
asset that present similar characteristics and that can be categorized within the same
typological class. For this reason, the search for intrinsic geometric, radiometric or intensity
features of the original point cloud is a fundamental step in the definition of the approach
(Figures 21 and 22).
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In addition, by using a semantically annotated point cloud, the scan-to-BIM process 
is significantly improved, and the reconstruction of the parametric geometries is greatly 
simplified and automated, since the proposed method allows the isolation of certain por-
tions of the model, facilitating the reconstruction and the propagation of elementary or 
complicated architectural parts. 
It has to be noted that the feature selection and the definition of the training model 
based on a manually annotated area can be initially very cumbersome, but this difficulty 
is largely unavoidable due to the complexity of heritage structures and the extent of in-
formation commonly required. However, it is expected that the application of DL models 
would streamline this semantic segmentation phase when the availability of annotated 
benchmark datasets increases, thus consolidating the method and allowing its extension 
to a broader variety of case studies, including very complex and large structures. 
At present, a general algorithm implementing all the steps of the proposed method-
ology is not yet available, therefore several software programs and tools have been com-
bined, each one specialized to perform a specific task. Despite that complication, the pro-
cedure itself has been validated, demonstrating that the process can be generally applied. 
The promising results of the proposed methodology undoubtedly suggest forthcom-
ing development of the research, aimed at the creation of an algorithm as consistent as 
possible that minimizes the use of different software. Although not trivial, the creation of 
a coherent algorithm, which could significantly improve the method, thus making it more 
appropriate for practical applications, will be the subject of future studies. 
However, interesting conclusions can already be drawn on the innovative aspects of 
the proposed approach: 
• The application of ML approaches for the classification of 3D heritage data as a pre-
liminary step towards a more automated construction of H-BIM models; 
• A more effective management of 3D data, with insertion of semantic and meaningful 
tags in both reality-based and parametric representation models; 
• Acceleration of the semantic annotation process, as once the training set is annotated 
and the RF classifier is trained, the application of the trained model to non-annotated 
parts takes on average between 15 and 20 min; 
• Automation in the transition from point-based to parametric representation; 
• Time-reduction of the scan-to-BIM process, through the import of an annotated yet 
semantically segmented point cloud; 
• The creation of a semantic bridge between reality-based and parametric models. 
• As a future work, some aspects will be further investigated and developed: 
Figure 22. Point cloud displayed over the reconstructed parametric model.
A preliminary procedure for sem ntic segmentati n of heritage data, carried out via
ML algorithms, streamlines the reconstruction of H-BIM models. The raw representation
derived from surveying is in fa t enriched with semantic annotation , which are preserved
eve when the modeling in the H-BIM e vi onment is performed.
The Grand-Ducal Cloister dataset, embodying the typological structure of the cloister,
is considered a pilot case study whereby the pr pose m thodology was t s ed; the results
are promising and suggest possible pplicability of the proposed workflow to further
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and even more complex datasets characterized by the repetition of recurring archetypal
forms. For the improvement of scan-to-BIM semantic model capabilities, the method
will be extended, for instance, to other case studies, and also to different buildings and
architectural types built in different historical periods, with different materials, and that
are in a more or less critical state of conservation.
It must be remarked that the process of semantic segmentation via ML requires manual
annotation of the different classes of architectural elements on a reduced area of the 3D
point cloud, implying, at least in the first phases of the process, the intervention of an
expert operator able to manage the training set by properly choosing the most relevant
features and annotating the point cloud. Nevertheless, at a second stage, the reconstruction
of the H-BIM model can be fulfilled by less skilled operators, as it would be leveraging an
already semantically annotated point cloud. In other words, from a certain point on, the
required skill of the operator can be significantly minor.
In addition, by using a semantically annotated point cloud, the scan-to-BIM process
is significantly improved, and the reconstruction of the parametric geometries is greatly
simplified and automated, since the proposed method allows the isolation of certain
portions of the model, facilitating the reconstruction and the propagation of elementary or
complicated architectural parts.
It has to be noted that the feature selection and the definition of the training model
based on a manually annotated area can be initially very cumbersome, but this difficulty
is largely unavoidable due to the complexity of heritage structures and the extent of
information commonly required. However, it is expected that the application of DL models
would streamline this semantic segmentation phase when the availability of annotated
benchmark datasets increases, thus consolidating the method and allowing its extension to
a broader variety of case studies, including very complex and large structures.
At present, a general algorithm implementing all the steps of the proposed methodol-
ogy is not yet available, therefore several software programs and tools have been combined,
each one specialized to perform a specific task. Despite that complication, the procedure
itself has been validated, demonstrating that the process can be generally applied.
The promising results of the proposed methodology undoubtedly suggest forthcoming
development of the research, aimed at the creation of an algorithm as consistent as possible
that minimizes the use of different software. Although not trivial, the creation of a coherent
algorithm, which could significantly improve the method, thus making it more appropriate
for practical applications, will be the subject of future studies.
However, interesting conclusions can already be drawn on the innovative aspects of
the proposed approach:
• The application of ML approaches for the classification of 3D heritage data as a
preliminary step towards a more automated construction of H-BIM models;
• A more effective management of 3D data, with insertion of semantic and meaningful
tags in both reality-based and parametric representation models;
• Acceleration of the semantic annotation process, as once the training set is annotated
and the RF classifier is trained, the application of the trained model to non-annotated
parts takes on average between 15 and 20 min;
• Automation in the transition from point-based to parametric representation;
• Time-reduction of the scan-to-BIM process, through the import of an annotated yet
semantically segmented point cloud;
• The creation of a semantic bridge between reality-based and parametric models.
• As a future work, some aspects will be further investigated and developed:
• Streamlining of the procedure with the creation of a single development environ-
ment that does not require the transition between different software, and that can
be tested by non-skilled operators even in the semantic segmentation phase;
• Investigations on a multi-level semantic segmentation, in such a way that compo-
nents can be hierarchically classified depending on the desired scales of represen-
tation and levels of detail;
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• Surveys on the interrelation and dependency between the selected features and
the labelled dataset type to speed up selection of feature subsets;
• Extension of the work to other case studies to demonstrate the applicability of the
proposed approach to other heritage objects, for example, belonging to a different
time or architectural style. This also implies exploring the relationship between
the most relevant features and the proportions of some elements of the dataset;
• Studies on the connection between represented classes and domain ontologies, to
make 3D reality-based and parametric data even more accessible, traceable and
reusable by users and applications in the cultural heritage field;
• Enrichment of existing benchmarks of heritage annotated data with insertion
of this study to allow a more suitable application of DL algorithms, as already
envisaged in [23]. This would boost the development of automatic classification
solutions at a larger scale.
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